I recently peer-reviewed case report and case series manuscripts of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). Case reports and case series can lack the power to distinguish a statistically significant difference, which could hide a potential risk or benefit to diagnostic testing or treatment. The hierarchy of research evidence has worked its way into medical education and clinical practice. The research applied to clinical practice is often considered more trustworthy when using higher levels of research evidence (such as high-powered, prospective, randomized controlled trials or a meta-analysis of high-quality studies). Several national organizations, scientific panels, and clinical academies give case reports and case series some of their lowest rankings with regard to level of research evidence. Some journals have gone a step further and discontinued some of their lowest rankings with regard to level of research evidence-based medical knowledge will eventually be available from high-level research evidence, but until then, careful incorporation of case reports and case series may have to suffice.

During this COVID-19 pandemic, I have seen neuroimaging findings differ between separate case series. The astute radiologists and ordering clinicians may assimilate case series into their practice, realizing that the limitations will necessitate adaptation when additional information and better research become available. For example, the article “Leukoencephalopathy Associated with Severe COVID-19 Infection: Sequela of Hypoxemia?” found a lack of hemorrhage in their entire case series, but we have seen case reports and case series with petechial hemorrhage in patients with COVID-19. There were also no changes in enhancement or cerebral perfusion for this case series, but we have observed these changes in other reported cases. Publication of this case series without any hemorrhages, enhancement, or cerebral perfusion abnormality is not necessarily to contradict the literature, but instead adds data to the scientific community when we have a new illness in evolution. Combined with other publication findings, this case series will perhaps, in the future, help distinguish patient variables protective from hemorrhage (or clarify risk factors for hemorrhage) in COVID-19. Hopefully, these data motivate the clinical and scientific communities to do further research for better information so that one day we might have good knowledge for evidence-based medical practice and eventual medical wisdom. In a busy clinical practice, it can be difficult to piece together the vast array of case series with inconsistent variables being reported. Maybe an ambitious researcher will tie it all together, perhaps with a meta-analysis. I remain hopeful that good evidence-based medical knowledge will eventually be available from high-level research evidence, but until then, careful incorporation of case reports and case series may have to suffice.
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